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coca-cola is an icon of globalization. Few things are more 
closely identifi ed with global capitalism than “Th e Real Th ing,” as one of Th e 
Coca-Cola Company’s memorable advertising campaigns branded the drink. 
But precisely how is Coke global? Coca-Cola is the single most widely distrib-
uted branded commodity on the planet. More nation-states have Coca-Cola 
products than are members of the United Nations.1 Nearly three-quarters of 
Th e Coca-Cola Company’s revenue comes from international sales.2 Since 
Interbrand started ranking the most valuable brands in the world in 2000, 
Coca-Cola has topped the list twelve times.3 And, perhaps most relevant in 
gauging its popular signifi cance, “Coca-Cola” is the second most widely 
known word on earth, trailing only “OK.” Second-place status being unac-
ceptable to a company accustomed to being at the top, in 1996, CEO Roberto 
Goizueta assured investors that Coca-Cola has “the trademark rights to 
[OK] in many markets, too . . . ” 4

But the global signifi cance of Coca-Cola emerges from a history far more 
complicated than its ubiquitous branded bottles and cans. Indeed, precisely 
because of how the commodity has become a material and symbolic presence 
in global daily life, people from all over the planet have narrated global 
capitalism through it, redeploying Coca-Cola to create disruptions and 
alternatives to the world fi gured in Goizueta’s report to his investors. Th e 
histories of the corporation and the struggles that have represented, resisted, 
and remade the brand of globalization that Coca-Cola signifi es are constitu-
tive of the corporation’s “world.” Th e history of this world, the subject 
of Counter-Cola, suggests that “Th e Real Th ing” is something quite 
diff erent.

  Introduction
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the coca-cola world system

Studying a single corporation, Th e Coca-Cola Company, over time reveals 
transnational connections of economic, political, social, and cultural power 
as it attempts to confi gure and participate in global capitalism.5 A Coca-Cola 
world system internationally interconnects people and places, linked through 
relationships with the corporation, its capital, commodities and raw materi-
als, and representational texts. Th e Coca-Cola Company itself conceives of 
the corporate network comprised of the underlying company, its bottlers, 
and vendors as “the Coca-Cola System.” 6 Of course, no corporation is a world 
system entirely of its own making; it participates in, infl uences and is shaped 
by the international economics and politics that link markets, states, labor, 
consumers, and resources. But a corporation as large and transnational as Th e 
Coca-Cola Company has “a social system. . . that has boundaries, structures, 
member groups, rules of legitimation, and coherence.”7 Th ese mostly overlap 
with those of the larger international capitalist world system, but sometimes 
slightly vary: the Coca-Cola System has some of its own centers of power, 
governing structures, and justifying logics, which reveal with greater specifi -
city the workings of global capitalism and the ways in which it is also shaped 
at its margins.8

Two international systems of corporate production constitute this Coca-
Cola System.9 Th e fi rst is the material production of soft  drinks by the 
Company and its bottlers. Th e Coca-Cola Company sells drink concentrates 
to bottlers around the world, who manufacture and distribute the fi nal prod-
uct. Second, as these bottled drinks are produced as much by ideas, associa-
tions, and business plans—their secret formulas, brands, and business and 
fi nancial strategies—as by sugar and water and fi zz, the Coca-Cola world 
system is constructed through the production and managed dissemination 
of immaterial products. As Peter Drucker, the “father of modern manage-
ment theory,” noted, Th e Coca-Cola Company is fundamentally “an adver-
tiser with tremendous access to a distribution system.”10 Addressing a group 
of bottlers, a Coca-Cola executive reportedly explained the success of this 
immaterial production of the brand through advertising, and their almost 
secondary status relative to it, with this hypothetical: if the Company were 
to lose all its bottling plants, equipment, staff , and inventory in a fi re or cata-
clysmic disaster overnight, the next morning an executive could walk into a 
major bank anywhere in the world and get a loan to rebuild it all based solely 
on the security of the value of the brand, the goodwill accrued to its trade-
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mark.11 Th e true business of Coca-Cola is the symbolic system of production, 
the construction of brands through texts that represent and distinguish its 
material products, and everything else about its business could be rebuilt on 
that immaterial foundation.12

But this is not just about advertising and marketing. Th e Coca-Cola 
Company’s creation, management, and investment in the system of bottling 
production is central to its immaterial production. In fact, Th e Coca-Cola 
Company is not in the business of selling soft  drinks, but in the business of 
selling the selling of soft  drinks: the franchising of bottling production. Th e 
Company sells bottlers the business model of Coca-Cola production itself, 
and the Company and its stockholders make money through transactional 
and fi nancial relationships between the underlying corporation and these 
franchise bottlers. Th e Coca-Cola Company charges them, not only for soft -
drink concentrates, but for the right to use trademarks, business strategies, 
technical services, and marketing materials. Additional profi ts are derived 
from fi nancial machinations such as the setting of prices for these materials 
and services, hedging against changes in foreign exchange and interest rates, 
and investing in franchise bottlers. Th e Company thus displays elements of 
the immaterial turn in global capitalism that characterized the fi nal decades 
of the twentieth century, as the commodifi cation of culture, the commer-
cialization of knowledge and information as intellectual property, and fi nan-
cialization emerged as defi ning features of the world economy.

Th e Coca-Cola Company has employed two very diff erent business strate-
gies to develop these two systems of production, material and immaterial. 
Coca-Cola globalized by externalizing material production, franchising soft -
drink manufacturing to independently owned bottlers. Th rough this fran-
chise model, the Company grew quickly, while minimizing the risks and 
responsibilities of direct investment and employment in overseas markets. 
Over the course of the twentieth century, bottling companies extended this 
externalizing logic even further, increasingly hiring subcontracted and tem-
porary workers, for example, and externalizing the social, environmental, 
and health costs of its business model. Outsourcing material production 
through franchising also required managing the potential loss of control over 
production and representation of its commodities. While decentralizing 
material production, the Company centralized its immaterial production, 
since it was both the driver of its revenue and the means of asserting power 
in the Coca-Cola system. It produced intellectual property such as formulas, 
trademarks, marketing, and business plans over which it had monopoly 
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control and upon which bottlers relied. It developed legal and economic 
strategies to manage bottlers, including restrictive bottling contracts, inter-
locking boards, and strategic investment in the bottling industry. And the 
Company strove to produce social and cultural associations, orientations, 
and practices through corporate relations, communications, and events to 
generate cooperation among its bottlers and, of course, consumers and the 
public at large.

I use “the Company” as shorthand for Th e Coca-Cola Company through-
out this book, both for narrative ease and to distinguish the work’s main 
corporate subject from other companies. Th e Coca-Cola Company also 
refers to itself as the Company with a capital C. I also capitalize the T in “Th e 
Coca-Cola Company,” since that is its legal title. In 1919, the Coca-Cola 
Company, known then as now for its Atlanta “home,” was reincorporated 
and renamed in Delaware, establishing a legal address with little more than 
a mailbox. Delaware is one of the world’s most notorious tax havens, allowing 
companies to both dramatically reduce state taxes and obscure profi ts made 
in other countries, while off ering business-friendly case law and state courts. 
And Delaware does not tax revenue from “intangible assets” like trademarks, 
patents, and copyrights—in other words, the Company’s immaterial produc-
tion.13 So, the Coca-Cola Company became Th e Coca-Cola Company.

Over the century since its Delaware reincorporation, the Company has 
continued to hide profi ts from US and international taxation. As a US-based 
multinational corporation, Th e Coca-Cola Company is required to pay US 
federal taxes on profi ts earned around the world, minus a tax credit equal to 
whatever taxes the Company paid to foreign governments. But those taxes on 
foreign income become due only when profi ts are repatriated to the United 
States. So, the Company shields income generated in foreign jurisdictions by 
keeping it in the hands of international subsidiaries incorporated in low-tax 
locations. Th e Company’s immaterial system of production enables such eco-
nomic manipulations: the bulk of the Company’s profi ts are generated from 
licensing intangible property—brands, services, and intellectual property 
such as formulas—to foreign subsidiaries who in turn charge bottlers for the 
right to manufacture, distribute, market, and advertise Coca-Cola products. 
Th ese deals, governed by agreements between the subsidiaries and the parent 
company and involving payments for intangible assets with no market equiva-
lent or documented value, take place in secrecy within the Coca-Cola world 
system. As a result, such transactions can be priced to eff ectively transfer prof-
its to countries with lower tax rates. Th is is what the IRS accused Th e Coca-
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Cola Company of doing, when in 2015 it handed the Company a $3.3 billion 
tax bill for underreporting 2007–9 income and threatened to readjust the 
Company’s tax liabilities by reevaluating how it prices intangible assets. Th e 
Coca-Cola Company had allegedly given subsidiaries in Ireland, Swaziland, 
Brazil, Mexico, Chile, Costa Rica, and Egypt discounts totaling $9.4 billion 
in licensing rights so as to leave more of its profi ts in those low-tax nations.14 
At the end of 2017, Th e Coca-Cola Company’s international subsidiaries were 
holding $42 billion in off shore profi ts, shielding them from taxation in the 
United States.15 Much of this profi t is held by subsidiaries incorporated in tax 
havens, which do business in various countries, but avoid paying taxes by 
bringing their profi ts home to the extremely low-tax nations in which they are 
“based.” Th e Coca-Cola Company has three subsidiaries in the Cayman 
Islands, for example, which are not there to serve the exceptionally small local 
soda-drinking population.16

Th e Coca-Cola Company’s “genius, its secret formula in many ways, was 
staying out of the business of making stuff ,” Bartow Elmore argues in his 2015 
study Citizen Coke,17 a compelling study of the Company’s relationship to 
raw materials, state support, and environmental impact. Th is characteriza-
tion mistakes the Company’s genius, however, since its lack of vertical inte-
gration of raw materials like sugar, water, and aluminum was not that rare in 
the history of US capitalism. Its externalization of the production of its fi nal 
products of bottled and canned drinks was, however. But then what becomes 
important for analysis is how the Company made stuff  while staying out of 
the business of making stuff , in other words, without owning the majority of 
its bottling operations. Th e Company wielded signifi cant power over “inde-
pendent” bottlers through mechanisms that included monopoly power over 
its brands and formulas upon which bottlers depended, restrictive contracts 
that required exclusive manufacture of Coca-Cola products, and the strategic 
buying up of large stock positions in bottlers, enabling it to infl uence mergers 
and acquisitions. Th e Coca-Cola Company even bought up bottlers outright, 
when it was in its interest; in 2015, it directly owned and operated bottling 
operations in nineteen countries—25 percent of its global system volume.18 
Even more important, saying that the Company does not “make stuff ” 
ignores its principal commodities—the brands, advertising, formulas, busi-
ness strategies, and fi nancial investments—which the Company produced 
more successfully than nearly any other corporation in history. It neglects the 
ways in which the Company’s ownership of this immaterial production is 
used to manage the material bottling of Cokes. Writing it off  as “immaterial” 
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(i.e., inconsequential) obscures how immaterial and material systems of pro-
duction have worked together in this corporate system, and the ways in 
which this nineteenth-century corporation prefi gured the power of cultural 
and fi nancial capitalism in the externalization of material production that 
has defi ned the political economy of the twenty-fi rst century.

a people’s history of the coca-cola company

Th ese two interrelated systems of production—one material, the other 
immaterial—have established Th e Coca-Cola Company as a global business 
and icon, but its corporate practices have given rise to a body of lived experi-
ence that belies its own global imaginary. Th rough consumption practices, 
popular media and culture, and protest and political action, people through-
out the world have instilled their own meanings into Coca-Cola’s business, 
products, and branding. Th e Coca-Cola Company has responded to such 
interpretations by countering them, constraining them, and at the same time, 
and perhaps most surprisingly, incorporating elements of their critiques to 
remake its version of capitalism and reassert its products’ role in daily life. 
Popular culture and social movements thus represent an additional system of 
production that shapes and propels the Company’s meaning, commodities, 
and history.19 Counter-Cola builds on studies of the “anti-globalization” 
movements of the post–Cold War era, when free-market reforms were taking 
hold around the world. Th ese movements constituted “counter-global net-
works,” to use David Featherstone’s terms, and imaginaries, oft en drawing on 
corporations’ fi nancial relationships, production, and cultural representa-
tions to map interdependencies and potential solidarities and use corpora-
tions’ own systems of global power against them.20

In considering Coca-Cola as a global system, this book narrates the his-
tory of the Company from perspectives external to the United States. Its 
focus emanates from two nodes of this system, Colombia and India, arguing 
that events that unfolded in these seemingly “peripheral” regions were in fact 
central to the multinational corporation’s development. By the 1950s, more 
than a third of the Company’s profi ts came from outside the United States,21 
by the 1970s, more than half,22 and by 2000, almost three-quarters.23 In this 
sense, the majority of the corporation’s business is conducted outside the 
United States and more of the lived history of this iconic global corporation 
has unfolded in places like Colombia and India than in Atlanta offi  ces. 
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Focusing on these two locations reveals both the Company’s universalizing 
capitalist tendencies and the specifi city of local contexts that challenged it 
and obliged it to respond. Moreover, the particularities of the Colombian 
and Indian cases make them central chapters in the corporation’s larger his-
tory. Struggles over water privatization in India and labor rights in Colombia, 
for example, reverberated throughout Coca-Cola’s global system.

figure 1. “All over the World Coca-Cola Brings Refreshment,” 1947.
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Th ese challenges to Th e Coca-Cola Company were the product of 
Company eff orts to make its products materially and symbolically central to 
daily life. Th e Coca-Cola Company strove to locate its products always “within 
arm’s length of desire”24 anywhere in the world, and produced this desire by 
associating itself with sources of social, cultural, and emotional meaning in 
people’s lives (fi g. 1). In turn, the corporation, its commodities, and brand 
images became vehicles through which challenges to the injustices of daily life 
under capitalism were articulated. Struggles like those in Colombia and India 
have both resisted and depended on the Company’s multinational material 
and immaterial systems. Based on common exposure to the Company’s soft  
drinks, branding lexicon, and business practices, activists were able to form 
local, national, and even transnational interrelationships among consumers, 
workers, and communities. Since Coca-Cola is a pervasive element of global 
popular culture, social movements could mobilize this transnational collective 
language and experience to organize against the exploitation and dislocation 
endemic to global capitalism and foster alternative solidarities and politics. 
Th ese multinational manifestations of Colombian and Indian struggles 
changed both the course of Coca-Cola’s history and their communities. Th ey 
exemplify both the power and the pitfalls of organizing around single corpora-
tions or brands.

Th e Company has reacted by attempting to reestablish capitalist hegem-
ony. It has co-opted criticisms, calls for justice, and commitments to the 
common good in minor but visible adjustments to business practices for the 
sake of public relations. Even more insidiously, it has assimilated elements of 
critical resistance to ideologically legitimize itself, while further extending its 
power. Drawing on the work of the sociologists Luc Boltanski and Eve 
Chiapello, Counter-Cola traces this dynamic of corporate strategy and popu-
lar resistance in the history of Coca-Cola,25 interrogating the ways in which 
critique is a “powerful motor” that compels capitalism to justify itself through 
the values articulated by its challengers.26

Few histories of companies and capitalism are told this way. Much of the 
history of corporations and capitalist forms of organization are written as if 
these entities acted on their own, without human agency. When people are 
included, business histories risk becoming hagiographies, or even when criti-
cal, focused on individual executives and decision-making. Most studies of 
multinational corporations situate their analysis at the perceived “center,” or, 
when attempting to provide global perspective, they do so from an aerial 
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viewpoint, overlooking local specifi city and historical context—how capital-
ism plays out “on the ground.” Counter-Cola is grounded in methods of 
archival and textual historical and cultural analysis, but has also been heavily 
infl uenced by anthropologists’ rich, people-centered studies of multinational 
capitalism, local understanding and practices, and the interplay of power and 
resistance.27 Complicating narratives of corporate decision-making through 
attention to popular meaning and challenges, this book identifi es the inter-
relationship of Atlanta boardrooms, Colombian bottling plants, and Indian 
villages to begin to construct a “people’s history of Th e Coca-Cola Company.”

doing corporate cultural studies

In mapping Coca-Cola’s global system, Counter-Cola places the corporation 
more squarely at the center of critical studies of the history and culture of 
global capitalism. Exciting new work on multinationals has emerged outside 
management studies and business history,28 but despite the fact that they play 
increasingly powerful roles in international politics, economics, and culture, 
corporations remain underresearched. Perhaps this relative lack of critical 
scholarship can be attributed to the fact that these complex institutions cross 
the national and disciplinary boundaries that demarcate the modern acad-
emy. Given the methodological and logistical challenges to reconstructing 
corporate history, the diverse approaches taken in this book arose as much 
out of necessity as from commitments to interdisciplinarity.

Corporate history is proprietary history. With company records owned 
and guarded by corporations, if archived at all, researchers and the broader 
public alike lack access to crucial historical documents. In addition, the same 
corporate organization that structures Th e Coca-Cola Company (the system 
of subsidiaries and franchises, mergers and acquisitions, etc.) also structures 
the versions of history available. For example, the multiple corporate entities 
involved in this study claimed varied degrees of ownership or distance from 
the historical record following a complex line of mergers and buyouts. 
Corporations have brands and investors to protect, and they value a profi table 
future more highly than a clear historical past, especially when the details of 
the latter have the potential to aff ect the economics of the former. Th e 
Mexico-based Latin American mega-bottler Coca-Cola FEMSA, which 
by the beginning of the millennium owned all but a few of Colombia’s 
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Coca-Cola bottling plants, protected its reputation by not delving into the 
history of previous plant owners, as was made clear in my correspondence 
with its representatives and lawyers.29 Th us the bottling company refuses 
access to proprietary history by defi ning that history as not “its own,” a stance 
only possible because of its very ownership thereof.

It is easier to write the history of Th e Coca-Cola Company than many 
other multinationals, I suspect, because of the type of corporation it is. Th e 
Company and its executives have had a strong sense of their own importance, 
archiving their business, advertising, and personal papers in multiple loca-
tions, which are more publicly accessible than many corporate historical 
records. I am also indebted to the invaluable published studies of the 
Company by Mark Pendergrast, Bartow Elmore, Robert Foster, Frederick 
Allen, Constance Hays, and Michael Blanding, some of whom have also 
made their research materials available for future study in archives of primary 
documents.30 Because the Company is so visible in its size, consumer prod-
ucts, marketing, and public stock, its activities have received more attention 
than other more nebulous, inconspicuous, or even covert corporate forms. 
But, for the same reason, because of the value of the Company’s brand, it is 
extremely protective of its history and resistant to research on its actions. 
And the critical popular, political, and legal attention that activists have 
brought to bear on the Company in both Colombia and India has exacer-
bated the corporation’s defensiveness. As part of the Company’s recent focus 
on corporate social responsibility, executives in charge of environmental, 
labor, and health policy and public relations have engaged with some 
researchers and activists, but in a highly instrumental fashion, limiting their 
discussions to current or future projects rather than dwelling on history.

I have thus constructed this cultural history of Th e Coca-Cola Company 
and its struggles from diverse sources—archival executive correspondence 
and notes, company publications, newspaper reports, interviews with work-
ers, community members, executives and activists, and corporate, popular, 
and protest texts. Even with unrestricted access to proprietary corporate 
records, the diverse sources examined in this study must be considered essen-
tial documents of the Coca-Cola world system. Indeed, even as multination-
als like Coca-Cola help constitute modern global life, few people read their 
offi  cial memos or see into their boardrooms. As such, “unoffi  cial” sources 
reveal the history of the lived experiences and meaning of the Company, 
from the fl oors of bottling plants to kitchen tables to the front lines of activ-
ists’ mobilizations.
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